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Overview
 Next generation aircraft are expected to be
more-electric, and eventually, all-electric
 Driving these changes are desires to reduce
aircraft weight and increase electronic
compaction
 This necessitates increasing power densities
and operating voltages significantly beyond the
levels that we are using at the present time
 Presented here are a number challenges these
higher voltage will cause and potential
solutions
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Cabling Systems
• The majority of existing cabling systems use unscreened cable.
Insulation thicknesses are selected to reduce the electric field in the air gap
to a point below which partial discharge occurs.
• The continued use of unscreened cable will lead to prohibitively large
insulation thicknesses at high voltages.
• A move to screened cables with an earthed outer layer is likely needed to
eliminate partial discharge between wires.
• The optimal cable design and operating voltage needs to be identified.

Power Electronics
• The use of power electronics will require circuit boards and
systems that manage a range of voltage types (AC / DC /
PWM) within a compact space
• Proposals are for converters to be open-box and exposed
to the aerospace environment
• Use of existing dimensioning rules will lead to systems with
an excessive volume
• Other HV components such as IGBTs are unproven in the
aerospace environment and have relatively high rates of
failure in ground based applications

Electrical Machines
• The need to maximise power density contradicts the need
for a robust partial discharge free insulation system
• Machines used at ground level at voltages above 690V are
designed to withstand small amounts of partial discharge –
this voltage level will be even lower at altitude
• End winding design may need to fundamentally change in
the aerospace environment
• The use of high speed silicon carbide devices is likely to
stress insulation further

Insulation Ageing & Health Monitoring
• Insulation will be subject to different environmental conditions at altitude – lower temperatures, lower pressures, higher levels
of ozone, regular variations in humidity. Some (such as low temperature) may protect insulation while others (such as ozone)
may increase degradation rates
• There is a pressing need to fully understand the way insulation degrades in the aerospace environment. This will allow us to
apply existing machine insulation standards to aircraft
• There is likely to be a need for partial discharge monitoring – many systems are deployed in a range of ground-level
applications and much can be learned from these.

